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Dissipaton–equation–of–motion (DEOM) theory [Y. J. Yan, J. Chem. Phys. 140, 054105 (2014)]
is an exact and nonperturbative many–particle method for open quantum systems. The existing
dissipaton algebra treats also the dynamics of hybrid bath solvation coordinates. The dynamics
of conjugate momentums remain to be addressed within the DEOM framework. In this work, we
establish this missing ingredient, the dissipaton algebra on solvation momentums, with rigorous
validations against necessary and sufficient criteria. The resulted phase–space DEOM theory will
serve as a solid ground for further developments of various practical methods toward a broad range
of applications. We illustrate this novel dissipaton algebra with the phase–space DEOM–evaluation
on heat current fluctuation.
Entangled system–and–environment dynamics play
crucial roles whenever the non-Markovian and nonper-
turbative quantum nature of environments cannot be
neglected. Traditionally this problem was addressed
with the “core–system” approach.1–6 This is to divide
the overall environment into the “first–shell” and “sec-
ondary” parts. The core-system comprises both the pri-
mary system and the first–shell hybrid bath solvation
modes. Various approximate theories such as quantum
master equations had been applied to treat the reduced
core-system dynamics under the influence of the sec-
ondary bath environments.1–6
As exact methods are concerned, one often ex-
ploits the hierarchical–equations–of–motion (HEOM)
formalism.7–12 This is the time–derivative equivalence to
the Feynman–Vernon influence functional path integral
formalism,13 which is exact for arbitrary systems cou-
pling with Gaussian environments. However, HEOM in-
volves a vast number of dynamical variables that are just
mathematical auxiliaries without physical meanings. In
this sense, HEOM is mainly a reduced primary–system
theory. Its exact treatment on the system–plus–solvation
core dynamics is in general too expensive. On the
other hand, the dissipaton–equation–of–motion (DEOM)
theory,14–16 which recovers the HEOM formalism, is by
far capable of treating the hybrid bath solvation coordi-
nate dynamics. However, the conjugate momentum dy-
namics is yet to be addressed within the DEOM frame-
work.
The main objective of this work is to complete the
DEOM theory as an exact and nonperturbative “core–
system” phase–space method. To that end, we construct
the dissipaton algebra on the conjugate solvation momen-
tum. The resulted phase–space DEOM theory is rigor-
ously validated with respect to necessary and sufficient
criteria. It is worth noting that open quantum systems
are beyond the total system–plus–bath composite Hamil-
tonian description. Additional information, such as tem-
perature T and the interacting bath statistics, would be
needed.17–19 The underlying irreversibility will eventually
lead to the total system–plus–bath composite bulk mat-
ter the Boltzmann distribution at a given temperature
T . In fact, the total composite Hamiltonian constitutes
a “closed system” in the thermodynamics nomenclature,
such as a solution system in chemistry, which is in ther-
mal contact with surroundings. The solute–and–solvent
mixing free–energy change is dictated by the coupling
between them.20 The exact and nonperturbative phase–
space DEOM theory to be developed in this work would
serve as a solid foundation for development of various
practical simulation methods toward realistic molecular
systems in condensed phases.
Without loss of generality, we focus explicitly on a
single–dissipative–mode case, with the system–bath cou-
pling the form of HSB = QˆSxˆB. While the dissipative sys-
tem mode QˆS is arbitrary, the solvation coordinate xˆB is
linear, which together with harmonic bath hB constitute
a Gaussian–Wick’s environment. The total composite
Hamiltonian considered explicitly in this work reads
HT = HS + hB + QˆSxˆB. (1)
Throughout the paper we set ~ = 1 and β = 1/(kBT ),
with kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.
Let ρst
T
(HT) be a steady–state density operator in the
total system–plus–bath composite space, which defines
the ensemble average, 〈 (·) 〉 ≡ Tr[(·)ρst
T
(HT)]. Denote
Aˆ(t) ≡ eiHTtAˆe−iHTt for an arbitrary dynamical opera-
tor. Set the time variable t ≥ 0, unless further specified.
Let xˆB and pˆB be the dimensionless solvation coordi-
nate and momentum respectively. The solvation bath
frequency ωB can be specified later in relation to the
Gaussian–Wick’s environment description; see Eq. (6).
We have
˙ˆxB = i[HT, xˆB] = i[hB, xˆB] = ωBpˆB. (2)
This leads to 〈
˙ˆ
A(t)xˆB(0)〉 = −〈Aˆ(t) ˙ˆxB(0)〉 the expression
〈
˙ˆ
A(t)xˆB(0)〉 = −ωB〈Aˆ(t)pˆB(0)〉. (3)
This together with [xˆB, pˆB] = i constitute the necessary
and sufficient requirements for the to–be–developed dis-
sipaton algebra on the conjugate solvation momentum,
in addition to the existing DEOM framework.14–16
2Let us begin with the common setup for constructing
the DEOM/HEOM theory – the exponential series ex-
pansion on the interacting bath correlation function via
〈xˆB
B
(t)xˆB
B
(0)〉B =
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
e−iωtJB(ω)
1− e−βω
. (4)
This is the fluctuation–dissipation theorem,17 with both
xˆB
B
(t) ≡ eihBtxˆBe
−ihBt and the equilibrium ensemble av-
erage, 〈( · )〉B ≡ trB[( · )e
−βhB ]/trB(e
−βhB), are defined in
the uncorrelated bare–bath subspace. Note that xˆB
B
(t) 6=
xˆB(t) and 〈( · )〉B 6= 〈( · )〉 used in Eq. (3). The involv-
ing hybridization bath spectral density in Eq. (4), which
satisfies JB(−ω) = −JB(ω), is given by
17
JB(ω) ≡
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiωt〈[xˆB
B
(t), xˆB
B
(0)]〉B. (5)
This also determines the solvation frequency with17,19
ωB =
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dω ωJB(ω). (6)
The required exponential series expansion on Eq. (4) can
be achieved by adopting a certain the sum–over–poles
scheme to expand the Fourier integrand there, followed
by Cauchy’s contour integration. Together with the iden-
tity 〈xˆB
B
(0)xˆB
B
(t)〉B = 〈xˆ
B
B
(t)xˆB
B
(0)〉∗
B
, we obtain15
〈xˆB
B
(t)xˆB
B
(0)〉B =
K∑
k=1
ηke
−γkt; (t ≥ 0),
〈xˆB
B
(0)xˆB
B
(t)〉B =
K∑
k=1
η∗
k¯
e−γkt; (γk¯ ≡ γ
∗
k).
(7)
The second expression follows the fact that {γk} must be
either real or complex conjugate paired. The associated
index k¯ ∈ {k = 1, · · · ,K} is defined via γk¯ ≡ γ
∗
k.
Note that xˆB
B
(0) = xˆB(0) = xˆB and ˙ˆx
B
B
(0) = ωBpˆB(0) =
ωBpˆB = ˙ˆxB, as inferred from Eq. (2). Thus, from Eq. (4),
we have
〈 ˙ˆxBxˆB〉B =
1
pii
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ωJB(ω)
1− e−βω
=
1
2pii
∫ ∞
−∞
dω ωJB(ω)
=
ωB
2i
. (8)
While the second expression uses the property of
JB(−ω) = −JB(ω), the last one is from Eq. (6). More-
over, from the identity, 〈 ˙ˆxBxˆB〉B = −〈xˆB ˙ˆxB〉B, and
Eq. (7), we obtain
ωB = −2i
∑
k
γkηk = 2i
∑
k
γkη
∗
k¯
. (9)
We have also
〈xˆ2
B
〉B =
∑
k
ηk =
∑
k
η∗
k¯
. (10)
Turn to the existing DEOM framework.14–16 First of
all, dissipatons {fˆk} are statistically independent quasi–
particles and characterize Gaussian solvation environ-
ments. To reproduce Eq. (7), we set
xˆB =
K∑
k=1
fˆk, (11)
fˆk(t) ≡ e
ihBtfˆke
−ihBt, and
〈fˆk(t)fˆk′(0)〉B = 〈fˆkfˆk′〉
>
B
e−γkt = δkk′ηke
−γkt,
〈fˆk′(0)fˆk(t)〉B = 〈fˆk′ fˆk〉
<
B
e−γkt = δkk′η
∗
k¯
e−γkt,
(12)
with 〈AˆBˆ〉> ≡ 〈Aˆ(0+)Bˆ(0)〉 and 〈AˆBˆ〉< ≡ 〈Aˆ(0)Bˆ(0+)〉.
Each forward–and–backward pair of dissipaton correla-
tion functions are associated with a single–exponent γk.
The resultant generalized diffusion equation reads14,15
trB
[( ∂
∂t
fˆk
)
B
ρT(t)
]
= −γktrB
[
fˆkρT(t)
]
. (13)
Dynamical variables in DEOM are the dissipaton–
augmented–reduced density operators (DDOs):14–16
ρ(n)
n
(t) ≡ ρ
(n)
n1···nK (t) ≡ trB
[(
fˆnKK · · · fˆ
n1
1
)◦
ρT(t)
]
. (14)
Here, n = n1+ · · ·+nK , with nk ≥ 0 for bosonic dissipa-
tons. The product of dissipaton operators inside (· · · )◦ is
irreducible, satisfying (fˆkfˆj)
◦ = (fˆj fˆk)
◦ for bosonic dissi-
patons. Each n–particles DDO, ρ
(n)
n (t), is specified with
an ordered set of indexes, n ≡ {n1 · · ·nK}. Denote for
later use also n±k that differs from n only at the speci-
fied fˆk-disspaton participation number nk by ±1. The
reduced system density operator is just ρ
(0)
0
≡ ρ
(0)
0···0.
In Eq. (14), ρT(t) denotes the total composite density
density operator that satisfies
ρ˙T = −i[HT, ρT] = −i[HS + hB + QˆSxˆB, ρT]. (15)
For presenting the related dissipaton algebra, we adopt
hereafter the following notations:
ρ(n)
n
(t; Aˆ×) ≡ trB
[(
fˆnkK · · · fˆ
n1
1
)◦
Aˆ×ρT(t)
]
,
ρ(n)
n
(t; Aˆ≶) ≡ trB
[(
fˆnkK · · · fˆ
n1
1
)◦
Aˆ≶ρT(t)
]
,
(16)
where Aˆ× ≡ Aˆ> − Aˆ<, with
Aˆ>ρT(t) ≡ AˆρT(t), Aˆ
<ρT(t) ≡ ρT(t)Aˆ. (17)
The generalized diffusion equation (13) is now used to-
gether with ( ∂
∂t
fˆk)B = −i[fˆk, hB] and results in
14
ρ(n)
n
(t;h×
B
) = −i
(∑
k
nkγk
)
ρ(n)
n
(t). (18)
This is the dissipaton algebra on the bath hB–action.
3The action of system–bath coupling is treated with the
generalized Wick’s theorem:14,15
ρ(n)
n
(t; fˆ>k ) = ρ
(n+1)
n
+
k
(t) +
∑
k′
nk′〈fˆk′ fˆk〉
>
B
ρ
(n−1)
n
−
k′
(t),
ρ(n)
n
(t; fˆ<k ) = ρ
(n+1)
n
+
k
(t) +
∑
k′
nk′〈fˆkfˆk′〉
<
B
ρ
(n−1)
n
−
k′
(t).
Here, 〈fˆkfˆk′〉
>
B
= δkk′ηk and 〈fˆkfˆk′〉
<
B
= δkk′η
∗
k¯
via
Eq. (12). Together with Eq. (11), we have
ρ(n)
n
(t; xˆ≶
B
) =
∑
k
ρ(n)
n
(t; fˆ≶k ), (19)
with
ρ(n)
n
(t; fˆ>k ) = ρ
(n+1)
n
+
k
(t) + nkηkρ
(n−1)
n
−
k
(t),
ρ(n)
n
(t; fˆ<k ) = ρ
(n+1)
n
+
k
(t) + nkη
∗
k¯
ρ
(n−1)
n
−
k
(t).
(20)
By applying Eq. (15) for the total composite density op-
erator ρT(t) in Eq. (14), followed by using Eqs. (18)–(20),
we obtain14
ρ˙(n)
n
=−
(
iH×
S
+
∑
k
nkγk
)
ρ(n)
n
− i
∑
k
Qˆ×
S
ρ
(n+1)
n
+
k
− i
∑
k
nk
(
ηkQˆ
>
S
− η∗
k¯
Qˆ<
S
)
ρ
(n−1)
n
−
k
. (21)
As this recovers the HEOM formalism,7–12 we would have
also de facto validated the existing dissipaton algebra on
the solvation coordinate xˆB, Eqs. (11)–(20).
We are now in the position to develop the dissipaton
algebra on the solvation momentum pˆB, in addition to
the existing DEOM framework. To proceed, we set in
analogy to Eq. (11) the decomposition,
pˆB =
K∑
k=1
ϕˆk, (22)
thus
ρ(n)
n
(t; pˆ≶
B
) =
∑
k
ρ(n)
n
(t; ϕˆ≶k ). (23)
The proposed new ingredients read
ρ(n)
n
(t; ϕˆ>k ) = −
γk
ωB
[
ρ
(n+1)
n
+
k
(t)− nkηkρ
(n−1)
n
−
k
(t)
]
,
ρ(n)
n
(t; ϕˆ<k ) = −
γk
ωB
[
ρ
(n+1)
n
+
k
(t)− nkη
∗
k¯
ρ
(n−1)
n
−
k
(t)
]
.
(24)
The proof below goes with their satisfying two basic re-
quirements.
Consider the result on [xˆB, pˆB] = i. In the DEOM–
space algebra, this necessary requirement amounts to
ρ(n)
n
(
t; [xˆB, pˆB]
≶
)
= iρ(n)
n
(t). (25)
Proof – Equation (24), together with Eq. (20), lead to
ρ(n)
n
[
t; (fˆkϕˆk)
>
]
= ρ
(n+1)
n
+
k
(
t; ϕˆ>k
)
+ nkηkρ
(n−1)
n
−
k
(
t; ϕˆ>k
)
= −
γk
ωB
[
ρ
(n+2)
n
++
kk
(t)− 2
(
nk
2
)
η2kρ
(n−2)
n
−−
kk
(t)
]
+
γkηk
ωB
ρ(n)
n
(t), (26a)
and
ρ(n)
n
[
t; (ϕˆk fˆk)
>
]
= −
γk
ωB
[
ρ
(n+1)
n
+
k
(t; fˆ>k )− nkηkρ
(n−1)
n
−
k
(t; fˆ>k )
]
= −
γk
ωB
[
ρ
(n+2)
n
++
kk
(t)− 2
(
nk
2
)
η2kρ
(n−2)
n
−−
kk
(t)
]
−
γkηk
ωB
ρ(n)
n
(t). (26b)
The ρ
(n)
n
[
t; (fˆkϕˆk)
<
]
and ρ
(n)
n
[
t; (ϕˆkfˆk)
<
]
counterparts
are similar to ρ
(n)
n
[
t; (ϕˆkfˆk)
>
]
and ρ
(n)
n
[
t; (fˆkϕˆk)
>
]
, re-
spectively, but with ηk being replaced by η
∗
k¯
. Together
with
ρ(n)
n
(
t; [fˆk, ϕˆk]
≶
)
≡ρ(n)
n
[
t; (fˆkϕˆk)
≶
]
− ρ(n)
n
[
t; (ϕˆkfˆk)
≶
]
,
we obtain
ρ(n)
n
(
t; [fˆk, ϕˆk′ ]
>
)
= 2δkk′
γkηk
ωB
ρ(n)
n
(t),
ρ(n)
n
(
t; [fˆk, ϕˆk′ ]
<
)
= −2δkk′
γkη
∗
k¯
ωB
ρ(n)
n
(t).
(27)
Consequently,
ρ(n)
n
(
t; [xˆB, pˆB]
>
)
=
2
ωB
(∑
k
γkηk
)
ρ(n)
n
(t),
ρ(n)
n
(
t; [xˆB, pˆB]
<
)
= −
2
ωB
(∑
k
γkη
∗
k¯
)
ρ(n)
n
(t).
(28)
Together with the expression of ωB of Eq. (9), we ob-
tain Eq. (25). It is worth noting that Eq. (27) would
imply that [fˆk, ϕˆk′ ]
> = 2δkk′γkηk/ωB and [fˆk, ϕˆk′ ]
< =
2δkk′γkη
∗
k¯
/ωB. The information on [fˆk, ϕˆk] is undeter-
mined. However, the necessary requirement is concerned
only with
∑
k[fˆk, ϕˆk] = [xˆB, pˆB] = i. Its DEOM–space
equivalence, Eq. (25), has just been proved to be satisfied
by the new ingredients of dissipaton algebra in Eq. (24).
The sufficient requirement is concerned with Eq. (3),
since it engages an arbitrary dynamical operator Aˆ. We
exploit Eq. (24) to evaluate 〈Aˆ(t)pˆB(0)〉 in the right-hand-
side (rhs) of Eq. (3). In parallel, we evaluate the left-
hand-side (lhs) of Eq. (3), 〈
˙ˆ
A(t)xˆB(0)〉, with the well–
established dissipaton algebra on solvation coordinate xˆB.
The agreement between these two DEOM evaluations is
rigorously proved in Supplymentary Material (SM),21 on
the basis of quantum mechanics linear–space construc-
tions. We have thus analytically validated Eq. (24). In
Fig. 1, we present the numerical demonstrations on the
required consistency with two representing types of Aˆ,
the system–type versus hybrid bath–type.
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FIG. 1: Numerical validation of Eq. (24) via the equality
between lhs and rhs of Eq. (3), exemplified with Aˆ = σˆx
(left panel) and xˆB (right panel) for HS =
∆
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V
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QˆS = ∆σˆx. Bath spectral density is JB(ω) = (ωBζBω)/[(ω
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B −
ω2)2 + ζ2Bω
2]. Parameters are V = ωB = ζB = kBT = ∆.
Plotted are only the real parts, whereas the imaginary parts
are also equal (not shown here).
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FIG. 2: Correlation function C(t), Eq. (30), together with its
spectrum, for the same system of Fig. 1.
To conclude this paper, we illustrate the novel phase–
space dissipaton algebra with the heat current fluctua-
tion. To this end, we adopt the heat current operator Jˆ
the convention22,23 in analogy to that of electron trans-
port,
Jˆ ≡ −
dhB
dt
= −i[HSB, hB] = QˆSωBpˆB. (29)
It is noticed there are other conventions of heat current
adopted in various contexts.23–28 Nevertheless, for the
main purpose of the present work, we adopt Eq. (29) to
“visualize” the dissipaton momentums and the resulted
phase–space DEOM–based evaluations. Figure 2 depicts
the heat current correlation,
C(t) ≡ 〈δJˆ(t)δJˆ(0)〉, (30)
with δJˆ ≡ Jˆ − 〈Jˆ〉, where the average current 〈Jˆ〉 = 0 at
the equilibrium scenario considered here. The inset re-
ports the zero–current fluctuation spectrum. The phase–
space DEOM–based quantum mechanics evaluation is de-
tailed in SM.21
In summary, we complete the phase–space DEOM
theory with adding the dissipaton algebra for the hy-
brid bath solvation momentum. The new ingredients,
Eqs. (22)-(23), are shown to satisfy the requirements of
both necessary and sufficient criteria. The exemplified
quantum heat current fluctuation, Eq. (30) with Eq. (29),
is a new class of properties which would not be accessible
without the present development. The resulted phase–
space DEOM is a universal and versatile tool for accurate
evaluations on system–plus–hybrid bath dynamics. The
extension to non-equilibrium scenario involving multiple
bath reservoirs and multiple dissipative modes would be
straightforward. It would also be anticipated that the
phase–space DEOM theory will serve as a solid ground
for development of various practical simulation methods
toward realistic molecular systems in condensed phases.
See supplementary materials including the DEOM–
space quantum mechanics and an analytical proof of dis-
sipaton momentum algebra satisfying Eq. (3).
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These supplementary materials on “Entangled system–and–environment dynamics: Phase–space
dissipaton theory” contain (1) A comprehensive description of DEOM–space quantum mechanics,
which had been well–established; (2) An analytical proof of the fact that the dissipaton momentum
as Eq. (24) algebra satisfies Eq. (3).
I. DEOM–SPACE QUANTUM MECHANICS
The DEOM theory describes both the reduced system and hybrid bath dynamics. For later convenience, we repeat
the Eq. (21):
ρ˙(n)
n
=−
(
iH×
S
+
∑
k
nkγk
)
ρ(n)
n
− i
∑
k
Qˆ×
S
ρ
(n+1)
n
+
k
− i
∑
k
nk(ηkQˆ
>
S
− η∗
k¯
Qˆ<
S
)ρ
(n−1)
n
−
k
. (S1)
It is worth re-emphasizing that the DEOM theory contains not only the above hierarchical dynamics, but also the
dissipaton algebra. In particular, this includes Eq. (19) with Eq. (20), and also Eq. (23) with Eq. (24) that is the new
ingredient developed in the present work. As results, the DEOM theory now supports the accurate evaluations on
the expectation values and correlation functions engaging operators of the following types,
Aˆ ∈ {AˆS, AˆSxˆB, AˆSpˆB}, (S2)
with individual AˆS being an arbitrary system dynamical operator.
A. Expectation values via the DEOM–space mapping
The DEOM–space quantum mechanics is a natural extension of Liouville–space formalism. To this end, we express
the Eq. (S1) in the form of
ρ˙(t) = −iLρ(t). (S3)
This resembles ρ˙T = −iLTρT with mapping the total system–plus–bath composite Liouvillian to the DEOM–space
dynamics generator as defined in Eq. (S1), LT → L, and
ρT(t)→ ρ(t) = {ρ
(n)
n
(t);n = 0, 1, 2, · · · }. (S4)
In parallel, we should map dynamical operators into the DEOM–space,
Aˆ→ Aˆ ≡ {Aˆ(n)
n
;n = 0, 1, 2, · · · }, (S5)
such that the expectation value can be evaluated via
A¯(t) ≡ Tr[AˆρT(t)] ≡ 〈〈Aˆ|ρT(t)〉〉 = 〈〈Aˆ|ρ(t)〉〉 ≡
∑
n
trS
[
Aˆ(n)
n
ρ(n)
n
(t)
]
. (S6)
The DEOM–space correspondences to the three types of dynamical operators in Eq. (S2) are
AˆS → Aˆ = {Aˆ
(0) = AˆS; Aˆ
(n>0)
n
= 0}, (S7)
AˆSxˆB → Aˆ = { Aˆ
(1)
k = AˆS; Aˆ
(n6=1)
n
= 0}, (S8)
AˆSpˆB → Aˆ = { Aˆ
(1)
k = −(γk/ωB)AˆS; Aˆ
(n6=1)
n
= 0}. (S9)
2The first two relations had been established in our previous works. Demonstrated properties of study include such
as Fano interference,1 Herzberg–Teller vibronic coupling spectroscopy,2 and transport current shot noise spectrum.3
The relation (S9) can be obtain as follows. According to Eq. (S6),
Tr[AˆSpˆBρT(t)] = trS
{
AˆStrB[pˆBρT(t)]
}
= trS
{
AˆSρ
(0)
0
(t; pˆ>
B
)
}
= −
∑
k
(γk/ωB)trS
{
AˆSρ
(1)
k (t)
}
. (S10)
The last identity that leads to Eq. (S9) is obtained by using Eqs. (23) and (24).
B. Correlation functions via the DEOM–space mapping
Mathematically, one can recast correlation functions in form of expectation values as [cf. Eq. (S6)]
〈Aˆ(t)Bˆ(0)〉 = 〈〈Aˆ|e−iLTtBˆ>|ρst
T
〉〉 ≡ 〈〈Aˆ|ρT(t; Bˆ
>)〉〉 (S11)
where
ρT(t; Bˆ
>) ≡ e−iLTt(Bˆ>ρst
T
) ≡ e−iLTt(Bˆρst
T
). (S12)
In line with Eq. (S6), we obtain
〈Aˆ(t)Bˆ(0)〉 = 〈〈Aˆ|ρ(t; Bˆ>)〉〉 =
∑
n
trS
[
Aˆ(n)
n
ρ(n)
n
(t; Bˆ>)
]
. (S13)
Here, ρ(t; Bˆ>) ≡ {ρ
(n)
n (t; Bˆ>)} satisfies the Eq. (S1). The initial values that correspond to ρT(t = 0; Bˆ
>) = Bˆ>ρst
T
following Eq. (16), is to be identified via
ρ(n)
n
(0; Bˆ>) ≡ trB
[(
fˆnkK · · · fˆ
n1
1
)◦
Bˆ>ρst
T
]
. (S14)
We obtained immediately
ρ(n)
n
(0; Bˆ>
S
) = BˆSρ
(n);st
n
,
ρ(n)
n
(0; (BˆSxˆB)
>) = BˆSρ
(n)
n
(0; xˆ>
B
),
ρ(n)
n
(0; (BˆSpˆB)
>) = BˆSρ
(n)
n
(0; pˆ>
B
),
(S15)
for the three types of dynamical operators in Eq. (S2), respectively. From Eq. (19) with Eq. (20), we obtain
ρ(n)
n
(0; xˆ>
B
) =
∑
k
[
ρ
(n+1);st
n
+
k
+ nkηkρ
(n−1);st
n
−
k
]
. (S16)
Moreover, from Eq. (23) with Eq. (24) we have
ρ(n)
n
(0; pˆ>
B
) = −
1
ωB
∑
k
γk
[
ρ
(n+1);st
n
+
k
− nkηkρ
(n−1);st
n
−
k
]
. (S17)
The involved {ρ
(n);st
n } are the steady-state solutions of Eq. (S1).
We summarize the DEOM–evaluation on correlation functions as follows. (i) Compute the steady–state DDOs
{ρ
(n);st
n } via such as the self-consistent iteration method;4 (ii) Determine the initial values {ρ
(n)
n (0; Bˆ>)} via Eqs. (S15)–
(S17); (iii) Propagate DDOs with Eq. (S1) to obtain the required {ρ
(n)
n (t; Bˆ>)} for Eq. (S13); (iv) Evaluate 〈Aˆ(t)Bˆ(0)〉
as the expectation value problem by using Eqs. (S6)–(S9). Individual Aˆ or Bˆ can be any dynamical operator in Eq. (S2).
II. DISSIPATON MOMENTUM ALGEBRA SATISFYING EQ.(3): ANALYTICAL PROOF
For convenience, we repeat Eq.(3) here,
〈
˙ˆ
A(t)xˆB(0)〉 = −ωB〈Aˆ(t)pˆB(0)〉. (S18)
3In the DEOM space [cf. Eqs. (S11) and (S13)], it reads
〈〈Aˆ|ρ˙(t; xˆ>
B
)〉〉 = −ωB〈〈Aˆ|ρ(t; pˆ
>
B
)〉〉. (S19)
As Aˆ is arbitrary, the above expression amounts to
ρ˙(t; xˆ>
B
) = −ωBρ(t; pˆ
>
B
). (S20)
The proof is as follows. Let us start with ρ(t; xˆ>
B
) = e−iLtρ(0; xˆ>
B
), which leads to
ρ˙(t; xˆ>
B
) = −e−iLt
[
iLρ(0; xˆ>
B
)
]
= e−iLtρ˙(0; xˆ>
B
). (S21)
On the other hand, ρ(t; pˆ>
B
) = e−iLtρ(0; pˆ>
B
). Therefore, Eq. (S20) is equivalent to ρ˙(0; xˆ>
B
) = −ωBρ(0; pˆ
>
B
). In other
words, it is sufficient to prove
ρ˙(n)
n
(0; xˆ>
B
) = −ωBρ
(n)
n
(0; pˆ>
B
). (S22)
Equations (S1) and (S16) lead to the lhs the expressions,
ρ˙(n)
n
(0; xˆ>
B
) = −
(
iH×
S
+
∑
k
nkγk
)
ρ(n)
n
(0; xˆ>
B
)− i
∑
k
Qˆ×
S
ρ
(n+1)
n
+
k
(0; xˆ>
B
)− i
∑
k
nk(ηkQˆ
>
S
− η∗
k¯
Qˆ<
S
)ρ
(n−1)
n
−
k
(0; xˆB)
= −
(
iH×
S
+
∑
k
nkγk
)∑
j
[
ρ
(n+1);st
n
+
j
+ njηjρ
(n−1);st
n
−
j
]
− i
∑
k,j
Qˆ×
S
[
ρ
(n+2);st
n
++
kj
+ (nj + δkj)ηjρ
(n);st
n
+−
kj
]
− i
∑
k,j
nk(ηkQˆ
>
S
− η∗
k¯
Qˆ<
S
)
[
ρ
(n);st
n
−+
kj
+ (nj − δkj)ηjρ
(n−2);st
n
−−
kj
]
. (S23)
On the other hand, the steady–state solutions to Eq. (S1) satisfy (noting that n±±jk = n
±±
kj )
0 = −
[
iH×
S
+
∑
k
(nk + δkj)γk
]
ρ
(n+1);st
n
+
j
− i
∑
k
Qˆ×
S
ρ
(n+2);st
n
++
kj
− i
∑
k
(nk + δkj)(ηkQˆ
>
S
− η∗
k¯
Qˆ<
S
)ρ
(n);st
n
−+
kj
,
0 = −
[
iH×
S
+
∑
k
(nk − δkj)γk
]
ρ
(n−1);st
n
−
j
− i
∑
k
Qˆ×
S
ρ
(n);st
n
+−
kj
− i
∑
k
(nk − δkj)(ηkQˆ
>
S
− η∗
k¯
Qˆ<
S
)ρ
(n−2);st
n
−−
kj
.
(S24)
Substituting Eq. (S24) into Eq. (S23), followed by using the identity
∑
k(ηk−η
∗
k¯
) = 0 [cf. Eq. (9)] and some elementary
algebra, we obtain
ρ˙(n)
n
(0; xˆ>
B
) =
∑
k
γk
[
ρ
(n+1);st
n
+
k
− nkηkρ
(n−1);st
n
−
k
]
= −ωBρ
(n)
n
(0; pˆ>
B
), (S25)
with the last identity being just Eq. (S17). We have thus proved that the proposed dissipaton momentum algebra as
Eq. (24) does satisfy the sufficient criterion, for the resulted phase–space DEOM evaluation on Eq. (3).
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